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ABSTRACT 

- This experiment was designed to demonstrate the recently predicted 

• particle-mixture property of the neutral K meson. The.prediction assorts that 

the neutral K meson contains a short-lived component, 6. and a longer-lived 

component. O The 0 should have the property that it regenerates the short- 
• lived component and also produces hyperone upon traversing matter. Under proper 

cónditlona'te observatIon of such meeone or hyperone demonstrates the predicted 
mixture property. The neutral K mesone in this experiment were produced by 
1.26 Bev/c v mesone striking a 4- X 4- X 12-inch aluminum target. Neutral 
particles emitted from the atuninurn at an angLe of S deg with respect to the w 
beam traveled 93 it to a propane bubble chamber operated in a 12-k gauss magnetic 
hold. A eweeping magnet removed charged particles from this beam. 8 M,  eson. 

could interact in the walls of the chamber or in the liquid propane, yieLding 0 ueson 
• aid' A byperon decays in the sensItive region of the chamber. Twenty 

thousand picture., corresponding to about 3 X 108  pione Incident on the aluminum, 

were scanned for V 0  óvents. About 14 A °  decays and about 12 So decays were 

beerved. Spurious sources of thele decays have been estimated to be negligible. 
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THE ?4ETJTRAL K MESON AS A PARTICLE MIXTURE  

William B. .Fowter, Richard L. Lander, and Wilson M. Powell 

Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

March 190 1958 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Under the aesuxnptton that the weak decay interactions of K o meson. 
are tnvariant with respect to the operation of charge conjugation. M. Gfl..Mann 
and A. Pal, predicted the exiatece of a lot gdived neutral K meson. Following 

- 	 ,_fl_ 
'ats and ktcctont, we have used the nOtation U' or this moon. The existence 

of a ehort.lived neutral K meson, the 0 meson, which could decay into two plane 
with a mefln life of about 10 	seconds had already been established. Geli-Mann 
and Paia suggested that the 8 meson represented one half of a twocomponent 
K meson, called 0. The other half, the 0  meson, they predicted would appear 
as a longer dived neutral K meson for which the two.'mesou decay node would be 

forbidden. Although recent, expertments suggest that the theoretical grounds fez' 

the original prediction are not tenable • alternative formulations with eEaentiaily 
equivalent predictions have been proposed. 5  

In order to demonstrate the particierniature Character of the 0 meson 
ft is necessary to observe its interaction propei lee. PM. and Piccieni point out 
that the I teractions 	with matter can result hi the regeneration of the 
sbort.Uved component, 0 and the appearance of hyperone and mesons of negative 

stran.gencsi. The preeønt experiment was designed to carry out the complete 

process of production, of oO, separation of 0, and regeneration of 0 1  and hyperora. 
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U. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

it should be pointed out that the observation of hyperons arising from 

interactions of long-Lived neutral K mesons is explicit evidence for a particle 

mixture only if it can also be shown that no K mesons of negative strangeness were 

produced at the source of the long-lived K °'s. The particle-mixture theory etates 

that a 00  meson is produced with positive strangeness, but may exhibit negative 

strangneas some time Later after the 0 component has decayed. The production 

of negative-strangeness .K mesons would allow one to postulate the presence of 

long-lived R0  mesons in the neutral beam. A R meson is produced with negative 

strangeness and thus need have no mixture property in order to form a byperon 

when absorbed by a nucleon. Hence the observation of hyperone might be explained 

without resort to the mixture theory unless, one were assured that no R were 

produced. The present experiment was designed to obtain this assurance. (The 

observation of regenerated 6 1  mesons does not suffer from this requirement.) 

According to presently accepted classification systems for strange particles. 6  

in which the various particles are assigned a strangeness quantum number, S, as 

shown in Table I, the strange particles are produced in association with one another 

in such a way that the sum of their strangeness quantum numbers Is zero. 

We note that there are no known positive strangeness hyperons. This 

situation requires that, for each strangeness - 1 meson (K or g ° ) produced, a 

strangeness + 1 meson be produced in the same interaction. On the other hand, IC 

mosons of strangeness + I can be produced In association with hyperons without 

thesimultanootte production of strangeness' :- 1 mesons. A glance at the, mass values 

involved shows that it is possible to produce K mesons of positive strangeness at 

such an energy that K mesons of negative strangeness cannot be produced. The 

strangeness + 1 quantum number Is carried by the K meson, and the -1 quantum 

number is carried by the hyperon. All of these hyperons are known to'have mean 

lives of the order of 10 	eec, so that at a distance of several feet from the point 

of production there should be no -1 component. The lifetime of the 2-pion decay 

mode is also of the order of 10 	eec. If a magnetic field is used to sweep 

mesons and other charged particles from the beam, the only strange particles 

remaining would be long-lived K°  mesons, in particular, the O. The reappearance 

of hyperons in such a beam would then be explicit evidence for the re-crèaticn 

of negative strangeness particles as predicted by the particle-mixture theory. 

7. 
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Table I 

Strangeness quantum numbers and mass values for 
"strange particles." 

"Strange particle" S Approximate mass (Mev) 

meson +1 494 

K°  meson +1 494 

K meson 4 494 

z 	meson -1 494 

A0 hyperon -1 ills 

£hypéron -1 1188 

hyperon -1 1193 

£hyperon -1 1196 

Z hyperon -2 1315 

b -Z 1315 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND REDUCTION 
OF OBSERVATIONS 

A. Experimental Procedure 

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The 6.2-Bev kinetic-

energy internal-circulating proton beam of the Berkeley Bevatron was allowed to 

strike a 6-in. -long beryllium target located 50 
 from the end of the quadrant. 

Particles emitted forward from this target entered a momentum-analyzer system 

designed to accept negative particles of 1.25 Bev/c ± 5. The analyzer consisted 

of the Bevatron field, two quadrupole-focusing magnets, 0 
1  and Q., and a bending 

magnet, A-i, Fig. 1. This beam, consisting primarily of negative pious, was 

focused on a 4- by 4- by 12-in, block of aluminum, B. Neutral particles produced 

in this aluminum at an angle of 50 
 with respect to the incident-plan beam traveled 

9.3 ft to a propane bubble chamber 3.25 in. deep by 6 in. wide by 12 in. long operated 

in a 12-1kgauss magnetic field. Charged particles were swept aside by a second 

bending magnet, A-2. The momentum channel was patterned after that of Cork et at. 

A beam-momentum check was performed with counters at the beginning of this 

experiment, but the momentum spread quoted is taken from Rerence (7). The 

composition of the beam was determined by Cork et at. to be primarily pions with 

a contamination of about one antiproton per 70,000 plans and about one K per .150 

	

• 	pious at the producing target. Electron and muon contaminations are expected. to 
be small and cannot produce a spurious effect in this experiment. 

The plan flux was not directly monitored and can only be estimated roughly. 

The effective aperture of the quadrupote Lena was determined by magnetic analysis 
to be about 4016 of that used by Cork et al A knowledge of their pion flux at the 

second quadrupole per 1010 circulating protons in the Bevatron gave an estimate of 

15,000 pious per pulse at an average beam level of 5 X 10 protons circulating. 

This resulted in an estimated totaL of 3 x 108  pious on the Al target for the 20,000 
pictures analyzed. 

The bubble chamber (Fig. 2) used to observe the events was of the propane 

type and has been described elsewhere. 8 
 It was operated at a repetition rate of 

10 cpm in a magnetic field of 12-kgaus9, Fig. 3. Pictures of track formation in the 

liquid propane were taken by a power-operated stereo camera mounted 30 in. 

directly above the center of the propane. This camera also recorded the picture 

	

Al 

	 number and magnet current for each picture. Two 90-mm Leitz Elmar lenses were 

used. The film used was Kodak Linagraph Pan 1.8 in. wide in 400 ft rolls. The 

stereo angle was 100 included angle between the normals to the film planes. 

The time duration during which the chamber was sensitive to ionizing 

radiation at each expansion was about five rnsec, so that any timing variation that 
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allowed the pion beam to strike the aluminum before or after this sensitive period 

made that particular pulse ineffective. Also, the pion beam duration itself had to 

be kept less than 5 meec for efficient operation. Some variation of the beam both 

in timing and duration occurred during the run. The effective pion flux was probably 

not decreased by more than 15% in this way. 

B. Scanntngof Film 

The developed film was scanned on a modified stereo projector mounted 

overhead so as to project an image on a white table top. Either stereo view could 

be projected alone or both simultaneously. The film was scanned essentially for 

neutral V-particle decays only, as these were the most readily identified events. 

There were many thousand charged-particle scatters which had recoil nuclei too 

short to be observed. Because these scatters could not be distinguished from 

charged-particle decays without complete measurement and analysis, scanning for 

charged decays was not practicable. The events recorded in the first scan were 

reexamined on a table-model three-dimensional viewer. Those events that passed 

this second examination were then measured. This procedure was repeated again 

after all the film had been scanned once. In this 3eCond scan a considerable number 

of new events was found, indicating a low scanning efficiency, perhaps 50%. All 

the film was scanned in this manner twice, detecting perhaps 75% of the actual 

events. Of 371 V°  type events, 115 were suitable for measurement, the remainder 

having one or more prongs too short for accurate curvature measurement. Several 

events with short prongs that stopped within the propane were used, because the 

momentum could be determined from the range and the particle identification. 

C. Measurement of Events 

Measurement was effected by means of a stereoscopic projector, Fig. 4, 

which permitted  reconstructing in space the events photographed in the chamber. 

A schematic drawing of the space table is shown in Fig. 5. The projector reproduced 

the optical conditions of the original photography except for the foreshortening 

effect of the propane. Corrections for this effect were calculated and applied at 

a later stage of the analysis. 

The following data were recorded on Keysort filing cards: 

picture number 

x, y, and z coordinates of the apex of the event 

magnet current 

dip angle, a, of each track 

azimuthaL angle, 3, of each track 

the radius of curvature, p. of each track 
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radial distance, r. from the magnet axis, and vertical 

coordinate. Zm . of the center of each track (used for 

determining effective magnetic field) 

visible track length 

estimated upper and lower limits of ionization of each track 

estimated upper and tower limits of a, P. and p 

The dip angle, a, is the angle between the track and a line perpendicular to the 

horizontal plane of the chamber. The azimuthal angle. P. Is the angle between the 

projection of the track on the horizontal plane and the incoming-beam direction. 

The radIus of curvature. p, is measured in the plane containing the track by means 

of scribed plastic templates. In addition, when curvature and ionization values 

made particle identity obvious, the identification was noted on the filing card. 

Discuaaiona of the errors associated with such measurements can be found 

in published literature. 
10 We mention only the following points peculiar to this 

experiment. Multiple scattering in the propane can contribute to the error in 

curvature measurements. For propane at a density of about 0.42 g/cc, this un-

certainty has been estimated to be 1016. Tracks may suffer detectable small- 

angle scatters. Such tracks have shorter lengths suitable for curvature measure-

ments, resulting in larger limits of error. Turbulent motion of the liquid propane 

has been investigated. using photographs of tracks taken without a magnetic field. 

Turbulence has been found to be negligible except very near to the expansion ports. 

Measurements in general were not made near these ports. When secondaries of 

neutral V events stopped within the chamber, their energies could be determined 

from range measurements. Range-energy curve8 for polyethylene (CH 2) were used 

for this purpose as an approximation to propane (C3H8). In those cases where 

curvature and range measurements were both available, the values agreed within 

the errors. 

D. Data Reduction 

Once an event had been measured, the data so obtained were processed 

on an IBM 650 computer programmed to yield the following: 

(I) The Q value or energy release between the two prongs, assuming 

a w and either a ir or proton. 

The error Q. 

The calculated ionization of each prong corresponding to the 

measured curvature and assumed particle. 
The direction and momentum of the V particle before decay. 
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The calculated Lonizatione were then compared with the visuaL estimates to 

determ1ne particle Identification. When necessary, and provided the bubble 

density and picture quality allowed. microscope bubble cotmtlng was used to 

deteTmine a better estimate otioiization. Of the 115 measured events, 7 were 

rejected because the estimated Ionization was not consistent with that at either a 

plan or. a proton. 

I. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Re:su1te 

A. total of 108 events (iee Vig. 6 for an eàmpie) containing only a positive 

• and negative particle were measured. Statytive were identified. bytonizationand 

• momei urn, as eansItent with a proton and a negative plan. Thlrty.'ieven were 

dentUled ae consistent with a positive ilud a negative plan, muon, or electron, but 

rut Consistent with a proton and a Tegat&ve plan. Sin 	 heZ' were consistent with elt 

c1& elf Icatian. The Q(p, w) values of the 65 A0  types plus the sis which could be 

either A0  or B0  tpes were plotted In weighted histogram form (Fig. 7). Because 

the 0 value for A p + w is known to be 37,  Mev a peak should appear at this 

value in the curve of Fig. 7 U the data include an appreciable number of A 0  decays. 

The striking peak near the known A0  Q-'value (31 Mev) suggests that we are indeed 

observing 	decays. To ascertain that such a diStribution could not come from 

two.prong neutron stars, we ecatmed for neutron stars with three or more prongs 

and calculated the Q(p, w) values between the ' and each of the positive prongs. 

• The 39Qala obtained from a sample of such etaro are piottedin.Fig. Sand 

• clearly .bow no peak near 37 Mév. This distribution does have the same shape as 

the A0  type distribu ion ezeept for the peak near 37. Mev, indicating that a back. 

ground of 2-prong neutron stare, probably of the type n + n a + p + ,. I. present. 

If this bé.ckground curve (norinaUsed to the estimated number of non- A °  type 

eventS in the A°  -'type distribution) is subtracted from the A0.type distribution, the 

distribution shown in Fig. 9 is obtaln*d, displaying somewhat more clearly the 

peak near 37 Mev. 

Of the 71 A° i.type events, 24 had Q(p, e) valueà consistent with 37 Mev. 

If the background di.tr*bution is considered, it is estimated that at least 14 of the 

24 must be genuine A°  Oventa. A plot of the A.type Q values differing from 

• 37Mev by less than three times their errors Is shown in Fig. 10. 

Those events which were 0 types, plus the alit which fell into both 

categories are plotted in weighted histogram form in fig. 11. The lack of a well-

defined peak near 214 Mev I dicates that not many of the 43 events are 0 decAys. 

Twelve of these events, however, bad Q(r,ir) values consistent with 214 Mev. 
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Also, of these twelve events, four were asoclated with stars in the propane. None 

of the rerzatning 31 events was, associated with a star. if these four stars were 

chance coincidences, the prøbbiUty that all four would be found among the twelve 

events consistent with 214 Mev is about 7 x 10. These four events are than 

probsbly not coincidences, but indicate that 8 mesona originated in the propane. 

A 8 type background would require double meson production. which is 

known to be rare from an examination of the neutron stars of greater than 2 prongs 

in the ropane. Only one of the 39 cases appeared inconsistent with p + 1r but 

consistent with + + w. Moat of the 00 -type event, were then probably .0 direct 

decays of the type observed by Lands at al: namely w + t + 	e 4' e + v, and 
+ 	- 	0. 

IT + 1? + w . Electrons have been identified In three of these cases, and the negative 

particles in four other a are believed to be electrons. 

B. •PoOibLe Sourcesfj Strange Particlas 

The presence of any one of the following particles in sufficient numbers 

could produce A0's or 8i In the chamber: 

}ttgh.enargy charged particles. 

High.nergy neutrons. 

High-energy gamma rays. 
(4) Long 4ived neutral mesons produced with negative strangeness 

in the aluminum. 

(e) The predicted 4 masons. 

Cases (a), (b), and (c) represent local sources; that I., production by background 

particles near or within the chamber. Case (d) represents the possibility that 

there might be a long.Uved iteutrat I?? meson, independent of the mixture theory. 

The estimated contribution In each case is given below. The details of the eltimatee 
are reported elsewhere. 12 

(a) Few charged parttclei were expected In the  neutr*l beam because of 

the strong aweeng magnet interposed between the aluminum produce and the 

chamber. Double or triple scatters might allow charged particles to eater the 

chamber, but they ahould be few in number and predominantly t. because a 

beam was used. Very few negative particles other than low.energy electrons were 

observed to enter the chamber, indicating that the sweeping magnet was performing 

as *xpected. The charged particles observed were probably produced by neutron 

interactftna in the walls of  the chamber, and should thus be unable to produce 

hyperans. A direct check on the charged particles as a source of hyperone is 

available from the observed momenta of the charged particles entering the propsfle. 
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The obeezved momentum dletribution indicates that only on the a3urnptiQr that a 

brge fraction of the poit1ve tracks are v mesone cottid the observed A °  particle9 
be accounted for by the charged-particle flux. This assumption auffers from a lack 

of a similar ( corzponent, as no excluaive source of v mesone is available. It is  

highly probable that all of these were recoil protona ais1ng from the neutron flux. 

The threshold for the process 

u + nucleon - A0  + K + nucleon 

is 2.33 Dev/c morneiitum in the laboratory. The maximum momentum posibte for 

the recoil aucleon from 	 + p elastIc ecattering is 1.6Bev/c for 1.25 Bev/c 	rnesons 

incident on stationary nuc ieon. The nucleona in the aluminum tar get however, are 
not stationary, nor are those in the steel walls of the chamber or the carbon of the 

propane. The momenta of the aluminum nucleons could yield recoil neutrons above 

1.6 ev/c. The possible momenta of the recoil neutrons would depend upon the 

nomentum distribution 'within the aluminum nucleus 1, the high momentum tail of 
'which is not well known. in addition, the momenta of the iron or carbon nucleone 
could reduce the effective threshold for the above reaction. in view of the large 
difference between the ree-nwleon recoil momentum, 1.6 Bev/c, and the free-

nucleonthreehoid, 2.33 ev/c, for the above reaction, It seems likely that internal 
momentum would have to be utilized twice---once in the aluminum and again in. the 
iron or c&rbon. The probability of such a two-step process yielding a significant 
'number of A0's is expected to be small. Estimates indicate lees than 0.1 A. shouLd 

be observed from this source. Thim expectation Is supported by the observation of 
only one eaae of double meson production in a 10% sample of the film. Because 
double meson production by neutrons is known 'to be prominent at energies above the 
4'threahold, the low frequency in:thie experiment implies no large flux of "" 
neutrons above this thre,øhol& The chamber was shielded against high-energy 

neutrons coming directly from the Bevatron target by about 8 ft of concrete, 4 ft 

of iron, and 1 ft of lead. 

The available ovideuco for the photoproduction of C mesona indicates 
rathe' small cross sectIon. 14  It Is estimated that less than 1/36 A°  decays should 

be observed from photoproductioa during the entire experlmeut. The estimate Is 

ased on the failure to observe any electron-positron pairs above 0.670 Bev in a 
sample,of one hundred pictures. 

The pion beam is Irnown to have a contamination of about one IC per 
150 	at the internal Bevatron target. These iC mesons could suffer charge- - 
exchange scattering in the aluminum and become to  masons. If there existed long-

lived RP tneeone, they might then arrive at the bubble chamber and Interact to 

produce the observed A °  hyperona. The pica beam also has about one antiproton 
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per 70,000pionZ. These antiprotans would strike the aluminum and possibly 

produce lotig-Ilved R mesons. The possIbility of producing a R meion by the 

reaction 
+ p "PRO  + K0  + n 

has also been coneidere4, taking into account the internal-momentum dltribution 

of the alu mum nucteone The uncertatnty in the IC-meson cross sectione and 

angular diatributlonc at this energy, similar uncertatntles for this supposed long-

lived R° . plus the.dtfftcuy of estimating the effects of secondary Scattering 

processes In the thick-- 4- X 4. X 124nch4.- target combine to reduce the reliability 

of estimaiss of the number of As 's that might appear In the bobble chamber from 

IC meaona However, the total contribution trois all three of these sources is 

estimated to account for less than one ottbe observed A 0 e reported here. 

(e) According to Gell..Mann and Psi; the State vctot representIng a 
10 0  

G. nissan at the timo of productiOn consi*ts of two orthogonal components, 9 and 

each of which represents a distinct particle with a definite lifetime against 

decay. The resuitan decay and interaction within the 124n. -tong aluminum 

producer tends a compticstd structure tothe JK beam within this producer. 	The 

number of 00 	traversing the bubble chamber may be crudely estimated, 

however, by. assumIng that one.hatt of the X me eons are produced as 6 2. that these 

interact with a cross section equaL to onc.haif that Of the iC, and that the toes 

due to the finite lifetime Of the 0 can be neglected. It to estimated that about 

5O A dácays occurred during the àpertmont. In addition, charged hyporone 

and K masons were produced In the chamber. but, as mentioned in sec ion UI B, 
these deays were not scanned far. Nóut:al decay modos (one third of the total) 16  

and scanning efficiency (&bout 0.75) wodd reduce the number of obeeried A s 's to 

about 125. l3ecausó only about onetbird of the observed possible V 0  events had 

sufficiently long tracks to be anatysable, about 40 A decays should have been 

observed. At Least 14 but probably t..i than 24 A°  decays were observed. In 

view of the crudeness Of the estimate, 40 Is probably not inconsistent with the 

observed number. 
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V. CO1CLUSION8 

The Q value distribution for the A0-type events leaves little doubt that 

A°  hypeiona are present in the chamber. It is extremely unlikely that they arise 

from local production by ordinary particles. The possibility that the A 0's were 

not produced by the negative.strang.nesa component of a particle mixture, but by 

a long..lived 90 meson would be *nteresting in Its en rIhto but seems unlikely 

inasmuch as the possible sources of such lots appear insufficient to account for 

the number of A 0'. observed Further, a long-lived N o  would not explain the 

regeneration of the ehort-Uved O. The only remaining explanation for the presence 

O.f 8'e and A0'. in the chamber is the particle-.mlxture prediction. The observations 

- appear consistent with this prediction, It is difficult to avoid the conclusIon that a 

neutral K meson having essentially the properties piedicted by Gell-Maim and 

Pate does indeed exist. 
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Fiiue Captions 

FLg. 1. E*perimenta1 arrangement. 
'ig. Z. Chamber assembly.  

Fig.3. Chanbrinrnagnet. 

Fig. 4. 8pac. table, 
'•tg. S. $pce4able schematic. 

p1g.  YuU, view of chamber. 	The beam euters at the top.. 	The arrow points 
to the apex of * AtYP. event. 	This event has 	Q(p, w) ivalne of 

34* 8 M.v. 	The longer (left) track is negative; the shorter (right) 

track Is positive. The light and dark stripes in the background result 

from dirty water next to the ventian.bUnd light co1itmator 	This 

4jfton did not iormally óxLst. 

Fig.  0(p. w) distribution of 71 A0 type events. 
fig.  0 (,*) distribution for protons and w o  from neutron stare in the propane. 

9, Q(,w) distribution of A0 'typa events minus Q(r) distribution from 
neutron star'.. 

Fig. 10. Q(p,w) and AQ(pw) for A0.type events with 0 .30 A 37 Mev it 0+3. 
fIg. 11 Q(w. v) diatributton for 43 	00 .type events 
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Fig. 6 
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